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1 Introduction 
WDL (wide and deep learning) based recommendation systems 
are widely adopted in E-commerce vendors’ websites, such as 
Amazon, Taobao, Tmall to support billions of users[1, 2]. The 
system needs significant computing hardware to meet the 
requirement of query per second (QPS) and latency. Therefore, 
the efficiency of the system plays an important role on the cost of 
hardware. The recommendation model is illustrated in Figure 1. 
User requests are used to lookup many tables including product 
information tables and user information tables. Three product 
feature vectors are fetched and forwarded to three different MLP 
(multi-layer perceptron) models. The three MLP models consume 
different product feature vectors but share the same user feature 
vector input. They have the same network architecture but 
different weights and different product feature shapes as Figure 2 
shows, where L is different for the three MLPs respectively. 
As more and more products and users the model needs to rank, the 
feature length and batch size (similar products to rank for a single 
user) of the model increase drastically so that traditional CPU 
implementation cannot achieve high QPS or even real-time query 
processing speed. Typical recommendation system receives 
thousands of user queries per second for billions of users. 
However CPU implementation for this model can only provide 
<10 QPS. GPU especially the latest T4 provides very high peak 
performance (8.1TFLOPS for FP32 and 65TFLOPS for FP16) for 
deep learning[3]. We develop a CPU-GPU heterogeneous system 
to boost the inference performance of recommendation system 
based on GPU architecture. 

2  Optimizing inference performance based on 
GPU 

2.1 Node placement 
A primary question to a CPU-GPU system is how to place model 
nodes to different computing resources. Since GPU has much 
more computing resources than CPU, we can place as many nodes 
as possible on GPU. However the recommendation model has to 
look up many embedding tables that consume much larger 
memory capacity than GPU memory. According to the 
computation and memory feature of different part of the model, 
we can place the embedding lookup nodes on CPU since CPU 
memory is large enough to hold the tables. We should place the 

MLP nodes that mainly consist of matrix multiplications on GPU 
since GPU is more efficient at matrix multiplications.  

 

Figure 1: Recommendation system model. 

 

Figure 2: Model architecture of MLP. 

2.2 Model quantization 
Many previous studies showed that 16-bit floating-point (FP16) 
precision model could achieve the equally good accuracy as 32-bit 
floating-point (FP32) model on inference [4]. Since GPU with 
Tensor cores have much higher (such as 8x for T4) FP16 peak 
performance than FP32 peak performance, we can quantize our 
model from FP32 to FP16 to achieve better performance. For 
training, we still use FP32 model to train. We quantize the FP32 
weights to FP16 weights after training. For inference, we change 
the FP32 model to FP16 model that use FP16 weights and inputs 
to compute. We found that the inference accuracy of the model 
remain the same when changed from FP32 to FP16.  
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2.3 Graph transformation 
MLP models on GPU consist of matrix multiplications and many 
other small nodes such as bias-add, leaky-relu, add and sigmoid. 
The computing time of these small nodes are very little but their 
kernel launch time becomes the bottleneck of the total GPU 
computing time. Even though the matrix multiplication is 
relatively large when processed on CPU, they are much faster to 
complete on GPU. Their completion time is even smaller than the 
kernel launch time. To reduce the overall kernel launch time on 
GPU, we transformed the model graph to small graphs with fewer 
nodes via fusing nodes such as XLA that is commonly used on 
training[5].  
 

 

Figure 3: Model architecture of 3 MLPs after batching and 
fusing kernels. 

First, we have 3 MLPs with the same architecture, and each MLP 
has 7 MatMuls and a few other small nodes. Since cuBlas 
supports Batch MatMul that can process multiple MatMul in a 
kernel, we can batch the MatMuls in the same layer of the 3 MLPs 
to a single kernel to reduce the kernel launch time of MatMul. For 
other small nodes, we can define and implement operations (OPs) 
and kernels for these nodes with batching function to process 3 
nodes at a single kernel. One important issue in batching is that 
the inputs of the 3 MLPs have different shapes. Hence, before 
batching, we must pad these inputs plus saved weights to the same 
shape to use batched MatMul and other self-defined batching 
operations. After batching the 3 MLPs, we can further fuse 
continuous nodes to reduce kernel launch time. MatMul is the 
main computation of MLPs but MatMul implemented in CUDA is 
much less efficient than that in cuBlas (execution time is about 1.8: 
1 on CUDA vs cuBlas). For MatMul, we still need to call cuBlas. 
For other nodes, we can fuse all continuous nodes from the next 
one after a MatMul to the previous one before the next MatMul.  
After batching and fusing, the 3 MLP models are transformed to a 
single batched model as shown in Figure 3. Total number of 
kernels of 3 MLPs is decreased from 3*24 to 18 and is reduced by 
75%.  

3  Experimental results 
The experiment platform consists of a 96-core CPU with 512GB 
memory and a T4 GPU with 16GB memory. The framework is 
Tensorflow and we implemented the aforementioned self-defined 
OPs and kernels to support our optimization. 
As Figure 4 shows, we compared our system performance with a 
CPU system (96 cores) and a baseline GPU system (same above), 
both of which use Tensorflow as the framework directly without 
any optimization. The performance metric is QPS of the ranking 
system. On CPU platform, the QPS is only 3 and the end2end 
latency of the ranking service is 250ms that could not deployed 
for billions of users. From CPU to T4 GPU, the system 
performance is improved from 3 to 200 and the latency is 
decreased to 60ms. T4 GPU power is increased to peak power (T4 
power capping 70W) after that. When the model is quantized from 
FP32 to FP16, the performance is improved from 200 to 500 and 
the latency is still 60ms. Since the FP16 peak performance of T4 
is 8x over FP32, QPS is improved only by 1.5x because the model 
is not floating-point compute bound. GPU time overhead is 
mainly attributed to kernel launch and memory copy. After graph 
transformation with batching and node fusing, the performance is 
further improved to 780 QPS because significant kernel launch 
and unnecessary memory copies are reduced. The latency is 
slightly increased to 85ms and can meet the demand of ranking 
tasks. 

 

Figure 4: QPS improvement of optimizations. 

4  Conclusions 
Traditional implementation of recommendation system inference 
on CPU is becoming more difficult to meet the QPS and latency 
requirement of recommendation tasks because of the increasing of 
products and users. We develop a GPU based system to speedup 
recommendation system inference performance. First, we reduce 
the model precision from FP32 to FP16 to adopt the high peak 
performance of Tensor cores on GPUs without decreasing the 
prediction accuracy. Second, we place the model graph nodes to 
CPU and GPU based on their computing features and decrease the 
kernel launch overheads by batching and fusing the sub-graph on 
GPU. On the optimized CPU-GPU platform, we can achieve 2.9x 
performance speedup when compared with a baseline GPU 
implementation respectively. The system has been deployed in 
Alibaba to serve billions of users.  
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